Why reinvent the wheel? Building new proteins based on ready-made parts
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Abstract

We protein engineers are ambivalent about evolution: on the one hand, evolution inspires us with myriad examples of biomolecular binders, sensors, and catalysts; on the other hand, these examples are seldom well-adapted to the engineering tasks we have in mind. Protein engineers have therefore modified natural proteins by point substitutions and fragment exchanges in an effort to generate new functions. A counterpoint to such design efforts, which is being pursued now with greater success, is to completely eschew the starting materials provided by nature and to design new protein functions from scratch by using de novo molecular modeling and design. While important progress has been made in both directions, some areas of protein design are still beyond reach. To this end, we advocate a synthesis of these two strategies: by using design calculations to both recombine and optimize fragments from natural proteins, we can build stable and as of yet un-sampled structures, thereby granting access to an expanded repertoire of conformations and desired functions. We propose that future methods that combine phylogenetic analysis, structure and sequence bioinformatics, and atomistic modeling may well succeed where any one of these approaches has failed on its own.
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Introduction

To quote Richard Feynman, “What I cannot create, I do not understand”. Protein design, then, must be the ultimate test of our understanding of the physical principles that underlie the basic building blocks of life. Over the past decades protein designers have made substantial progress in fold design. Starting with α-helix bundles (1–4), several folds have been successfully designed, including the Rossmann fold (5), the β/α barrel (6) and even novel folds not observed in nature (7). The guiding principle in all of these studies has been finding an energy minimum in sequence-conformation space (8). In general, the resulting designs have very high secondary-structure content and short loops. In some cases, designed proteins exhibit extreme stabilities not seen in natural proteins; for example, the ΔG_{unfolding} of designed helical bundles was found to be ~60kcal/mol (1) compared to typical unfolding free energies of natural proteins which range from 5 to 20kcal/mol (9). Taken as a whole,
these results demonstrate that we possess a fairly accurate understanding of the thermodynamics and design principles that underlie protein folds.

The design of protein function has met with more limited, albeit substantial, success. Algorithms that search for pre-organized structural elements and favorable interactions with the target were used to design small-molecule and protein binders. The resulting interfaces were found to be accurate -- in some cases, down to atomic details -- when compared to the subsequently determined experimental structures (10–14). Additionally, de novo designed binders and enzymes have been experimentally evolved to affinities or catalytic rates seen in nature (10·11·14–16). Although these results are promising, all the successful designs are reminiscent of the highly stable designed folds mentioned above, since they relied on rigid protein scaffolds with high secondary-structure content. Many natural proteins, by contrast, encode functional elements in regions lacking secondary structure. Recent analyses of design of function have therefore persistently pointed to the same problem: computational efforts fail to design loops or modify backbones for function (17–19).

Given these results, the question inevitably arises: should protein designers abandon backbone design in favor of more tractable systems, such as those with high secondary-structure content and rigid conformations? There are two arguments against this attitude: first, except in privileged cases, design of function demands positioning of multiple functional groups with high geometric accuracy. If we limit ourselves only to natural backbones and rigid scaffolds we will fail to address many real-world enzyme and binder-design problems. For instance, in enzyme design we have so far generated catalytic sites with up to four active-site residues; active sites of natural enzymes, by contrast, rely on a complex network of interactions, sometimes encompassing more than ten residues (19). Second, harking back to Feynman’s quote, given that so many natural proteins encode functional elements on loops, we must address structural plasticity in design if we are to reach a deeper understanding of how function is encoded in nature.

Why has backbone and loop design for function proved so challenging? The answer is that design of function necessarily invokes tradeoffs between stability, foldability, and activity. Whereas fold design searches for the sequence and structure that optimize system energy, design of function must encode cavities, exposed hydrophobic groups for ligand binding, and desolvated polar and charged groups for increased reactivity. All of these molecular features decrease stability and may compromise foldability, especially in loop regions, since these often require backbone-side chain interactions to configure properly (20–22).

Furthermore, to ensure that the designed protein folds correctly and configures all functional groups in the desired orientations, it is necessary to encode second and third-shell stabilizing interactions around the active site, imposing additional design constraints. Considering all of the structure and sequence constraints that are a prerequisite to the design of function, it is not surprising that certain folds resist design efforts to adopt radically new functions that they were not naturally evolved to carry out. For instance, imposing the Kemp eliminase reactive groups on a native TIM barrel led to an unstable protein (16), and there are surely more such negative cases left unreported. Clearly, encoding all the interactions that are necessary to pre-organize the active site and its surroundings presents a critical challenge for design of function.
While improvements in the energy function (23–24) and conformation sampling (25) will continue to make important contributions to backbone and function design, others and we are looking for clues from nature on the design principles of backbones involved in function. Instead of designing backbones from first principles – for which there are still formidable challenges with respect to both the energy function and the conformation search – our strategy is to determine the rules of backbone design within an individual fold and to use these rules as constraints in the design of novel functional backbones. In the following we describe the experimental, structural, bioinformatics, and atomistic-design studies that shed light on the principles of designing new backbones and functions within a protein fold.

Structural modularity facilitates the evolution of new functions in protein superfamilies

Many of the diverse molecular functions in nature are carried out by just a handful of superfamilies (26–28). Proteins within a superfamily share common ancestry as well as structural and mechanistic features (Fig.1), although some members of a superfamily might have diverged to the point that they do not show detectable sequence similarity (29). Structure and sequence analyses reveal that even among superfamily members that show no detectable sequence relationships, structure motifs and catalytic machineries can be conserved, indicating that evolution reuses structural elements as the functional repertoire of a family expands (30–31). Recent bioinformatics analyses suggested that motifs can be conserved across different fold families (32), and even beyond the fold level (33).

The observation of common backbone segments in protein superfamilies provides an impressive demonstration of protein structural plasticity and its functional consequences. Exchanging backbone fragments among homologues is a powerful catalyst for the evolution of new or modified functions. Compared to the more gradual process of random substitution, incorporating an entirely new segment that has evolved to fit within the context of the fold has a higher chance of leading to considerable change in activity while conserving foldability (34–37). Certainly not all protein folds are modular (38); yet, a high degree of structural modularity is a distinguishing feature of many superfamilies, including globular symmetric folds (TIM barrels (39), β-propellers (40), β–trefoils (41), linear repeat proteins (42), and even asymmetric folds like antibodies). Indeed, modularity would seem to be a prerequisite for swapping fragments among homologues, and evolutionary forces that expand the functional repertoire may therefore prefer modular folds (43). Not surprisingly, modularity has attracted considerable attention from protein engineers in their search for ways to generate new backbones for function (44). Gene-shuffling techniques, which mimic natural recombination, have been widely used in laboratory-evolution experiments to produce proteins with enhanced stability and activity (45–46). For instance, the SCHEMA method uses structures of homologous proteins to identify positions, where segmentation would abrogate the fewest possible physical contacts between segments; the resulting segments are then recombined experimentally and subjected to selection (47).
TIM barrels, β-propellers, and antibodies as examples of modular and functionally highly versatile protein classes

TIM barrels

The TIM barrel (or β/α barrel) fold is one of the most ubiquitous folds in nature and is capable of profound functional versatility, with representatives in 5 out of 6 enzyme classes (by EC numbers classification) (37). This fold can be schematically represented as an eightfold repetition of the β/α unit organized in two circular layers of secondary structures (48). The inner layer consists of eight parallel β-strands that form a closed barrel and is surrounded by an external layer of eight α-helices. The active sites of the TIM-barrel are located at the C-terminal ends of the β-strands. The structural modularity of TIM barrels has been demonstrated by sequence and structure studies on enzymes from the histidine-biosynthesis pathway, suggesting that the β/α barrel evolved by double duplication of ancestral (β/α)₂ subunits, each of which comprises a quarter-barrel (39) (Fig. 2A).

The symmetric nature of TIM barrels has inspired multiple engineering experiments attempting to revisit ancestral forms along the gene-duplication and fusion evolutionary trajectory. Complete β/α barrels were built by duplication and fusion of half-barrel proteins (49–50), and subsequent sequence optimization by directed evolution yielded stable and catalytically active proteins (51–52). Remarkably, it was demonstrated that recombination of TIM barrel parts with proteins from entirely different folds, such as flavodoxin (belonging to the Rossman fold), is possible, as long as the contributing and receiving proteins share similar structural fragments (53–54). These experiments not only demonstrate the modular nature of the β/α barrel fold, but also illustrate that sequence-structure space is readily traversable, especially through modular assembly.

Despite these promising results, de novo design of TIM-barrels and their engineering by loop grafting remain challenging. For example, swapping β–α loop 7 between the evolutionarily related phosphotriesterase (PTE) and lactonase enzymes shown in Figure 1 yielded mostly insoluble proteins, despite the high structural similarity among these proteins (55); several attempts to design de novo TIM-barrel structures resulted in unstable proteins with poorly defined tertiary structure (56–59), and only recently an idealized 4-fold symmetrical TIM-barrel was successfully designed from first principles (6). Although this designed protein lacks catalytic function it may in future open the way to designing complex active sites completely from scratch.

β-propellers

The β-propeller fold comprises between 4 and 10 repeats of 4-stranded β-blades, which are arranged radially around a central pore. Despite their diversity, β-propellers show both sequence and structure similarity, and it has been demonstrated that they have evolved by duplication and fusion of single blades, followed by diversification (40). Several engineering experiments have proven the feasibility, as well as the challenges, of β-propeller construction from unrelated subunits. Consensus design and in vitro selection methods were used to generate β-propellers, but they formed molten globules (60), aggregated (61), or formed blade-swapped homodimers, a configuration that has not been observed in nature.
(62–63). More recently, an integrative modeling approach built several symmetrical 6-bladed propellers by ancestral-sequence reconstruction of a repeat unit and atomistic modeling (64). The structures were confirmed by X-ray crystallography, demonstrating the feasibility of β-propeller assembly from single blade fragments.

Antibodies

Antibodies are the major soluble component of the mammalian immune system (65). Although they are too closely related to be considered a superfamily, antibodies embody the same characteristics of high structural diversity, modularity, and functional versatility seen in the previously discussed symmetric superfamilies. Indeed, the modularity of the antibody variable domain is an essential and highly adaptive property, which allows the immune system to encode a repertoire of ~10^9 different potential binders using fewer than 500 gene segments (Fig. 2C).

The structural modularity of the antibody variable domain was known even before the advent of protein engineering (66–67). In fact, the humanization of murine antibodies by grafting mouse-derived complementarity-determining regions (CDRs) onto a human antibody framework still represents a powerful example of leveraging modularity to effect new protein functions (68). Although early humanization approaches were successful, later studies revealed an unanticipated complication: CDR conformation and function are determined, in part, by interactions with the antibody framework (69). CDR grafting therefore often resulted in lower affinity and specificity relative to the parent antibody due to deformation of the CDR loops. These observations highlight that even subtle differences within the framework can have profound impact on the stability and function of the CDRs.

Combinatorial-backbone design: assembling natural backbone fragments and optimizing their sequences

Inspired by these bioinformatics and engineering lessons, our lab is developing design algorithms to use the plasticity and modularity of protein families to generate novel protein structures (70). While the studies above show the promise of recombining natural proteins to form new ones, they also bring to light a consistent problem: recombined proteins are often unstable, aggregation-prone, functionally impaired, poorly expressed, or completely inactive. Simply put, not all natural fragments from homologues can be fitted together. To effectively search the immense space of potential backbones that can be generated by modular assembly we therefore need both (1) a rational method for selecting fragments for recombination; and (2) a method to optimize the recombined protein sequence to obtain well-behaved and functional proteins.

Much engineering work suggests that loops are interchangeable across proteins belonging to a given fold, be it the CDRs on antibodies, or the β/α loops in TIM-barrels. Still, modeling shows that the scaffold and the loops, which sit on top of the scaffold, form complex networks of stabilizing contacts (Fig. 3A); ignoring these contacts in design poses the risk of impairing function, foldability, or stability. Our approach, which we call combinatorial-backbone design, instead uses segments that comprise the entire modular subunit of the
protein fold. Starting from a structural alignment of fold members, all structures are segmented into backbone fragments, where the segmentation points, or stems, are chosen such that they are structurally well aligned across family members and the intervening segment is structurally diverse. Antibodies are ideally suited to this segmentation procedure, since the fully conserved disulfide bonds in the light and heavy variable domains are aligned across all family members, and the intervening segment comprises the hyper-variable CDRs 1 and 2 (Fig. 4A). In TIM-barrels we can similarly find segmentation points in the core that are well aligned and encompass crucial stabilizing interactions between the $\alpha$-helices and $\beta$-strands, as well as the $\beta$-$\alpha$ loops, which hold crucial substrate-recognition elements (Fig. 4B, C). The method recombines the resulting segments, irrespective of their evolutionary and functional origins, and uses Rosetta combinatorial sequence optimization to design low-energy structures. While studying antibodies and TIM barrels, we found that stabilizing contacts within segments are often highly conserved among structurally similar backbone conformations, but not across different conformation clusters, even in cases where the different conformations have the same sequence length (Fig. 3B). To guarantee that design simulations maintain these important sequence features, and yet are free to sample sequence choices in less constrained parts of the protein, we generate sequence profiles specifically for each conformation class and bias design calculations to sample amino acid choices from these profiles. Thus, the design algorithm samples different combinations of fragments from natural proteins belonging to the same family, and for each combination it optimizes the sequence, based on constraints derived from sequence alignments for each fragment. New combinations of backbones and designed sequences are selected if they encode favorable structure and energy characteristics, thus ensuring that the fragments are compatible with one another. This approach can generate, from a few hundred protein scaffolds on the order of $10^{14}$ distinct backbones, an unprecedented number for use in design of function.

To experimentally test combinatorial-backbone design we applied it to the long-standing problem of designing novel antibody binders (unpublished results). Similar to the early recombination experiments mentioned above, our first-generation designs expressed poorly and were unstable; however, through iterations of algorithm development and experimental testing we improved the stability of designed antibodies and obtained several binders. Binding was optimized by affinity maturation (71), and mutation analysis at the designed binding surface supports the designed binding mode. To demonstrate the generality of this approach, we have recently extended it to design novel TIM-barrel enzymes with detectable, though still weak, levels of phosphotriesterase activity, which we are now optimizing.

**Conclusions**

Designing backbones that lack secondary-structure elements for function remains an unsolved problem. The challenges are many: the conformation space of regions without secondary-structure elements is very large; loop regions need to be stabilized through a cooperative network of polar and hydrophobic interactions both within the loop and with the supporting scaffold structure; and designed active-site or binding residues must be compatible with the backbone conformation. Amino acid sidechain preorganization at binding sites has been successfully treated in past applications of fixed-backbone design on secondary-structure elements ($10^{-12} \cdot 14 \cdot 72$); yet, the number of constraints and their
complexity is much greater when the active site is positioned on unstructured backbones. At a more fundamental level, macromolecular energy functions used in design, though they are being improved, still suffer from inaccuracies in balancing contributions from solvation, hydrogen bonding, and electrostatics—all three of which are critical for accurate positioning of polar backbone groups and active-site residues.

A potential way of addressing some of these difficulties is to recombine fragments from natural proteins to generate new ones (see the recent review by Hocker (44) and the references within). The approach we are pursuing tries to bridge the engineering and design approaches, sampling fragment conformations from natural proteins and optimizing the sequences of the resulting proteins for stability and function (70). An iterative approach of algorithm development and experimental testing has been especially rewarding in teaching us important lessons on the extent and limits of modularity in protein folds. For instance, through repeated cycles of computational design and experimental characterization we could test the effects of modeling components in generating more stable and active proteins. Starting from an initial set of antibody and TIM-barrel designs that expressed very poorly we found that the use of segmentation stem points and sequence constraints from structurally homologous segments improved the designs considerably. There are many more lessons to learn about how to use information taken from protein families to encode new functions. We expect that future applications in design of function will take a synthetic approach, combining phylogenetic analysis, structure-based engineering, laboratory evolution, and atomistic simulations.
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Figure 1. Conserved catalytic machinery on widely different active-site backbones
(A) Two members of the amidohydrolase family: phosphotriesterase (PTE, magenta) and lactonase (PLL, cyan) have remarkably conserved core catalytic groups, comprising two metal ions (green spheres) and chelating residues (sticks). (B) Divergence of the active site loops leads to quite different binding sites of PTE (C) and PLL (D). Substrates shown as sticks and protein in surface. Molecular representations were generated using PyMol [The PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 1.7.4 Schrödinger, LLC.].
Figure 2. Examples of structural modularity in functionally versatile folds.

A. β/α barrel structure (PDB ID: 1THF), with a quarter-barrel highlighted in magenta. B. 5-bladed β-propeller structure (PDB ID: 1TL2), with a single blade subunit highlighted in magenta. C. Overlay of two antibodies, showing the conserved framework (gray) and divergent complementarity determining regions (CDRs). Molecular structures taken from the murine fluorescein-binding antibody (PDB ID: 1X9Q, purple) and an influenza hemagglutinin-binding antibody from human (PDB: 3GBN, cyan).
Figure 3.
A. Correlation of backbone segment conformations in antibodies with segment sequences (the conformations are colored according to their sequence profile).
B. Essential non-local stabilizing interactions of CDRs. Conformation of CDR H1 (magenta) of fluorescein binding antibody (PDB ID: 1X9Q) is supported by residues from adjacent framework and CDR regions, forming a complex network of nonlocal polar and hydrophobic interactions.
Figure 4.
A. Conformation segmentation used in AbDesign. AbDesign segments the antibody structure in places of highest structure conservation among antibodies (the disulfide cysteines, shown as sticks, and the stem positions of CDR3) to improve the potential of different conformation segments to be joined to form artificial combinations of backbones. The structure (PDB entry: 1X9Q) is color-coded by conformation segments (red: CDRs L1&L2, green: CDR L3, blue: CDRs H1 and H2, yellow: CDR H3). Grey segments are not subjected to backbone design and are left as in the template antibody. B. Conformation segmentation used in design of TIM barrels. The basic modular unit, $\beta-\alpha-\beta$, is shown in magenta on a phosphotriesterase (PTE, PDB entry: 1HZY). C. The stems, chosen as residues at the interface between $\beta$ strands and $\alpha$ helices that are well-aligned across the family, are shown as cyan sticks.